A Reading of Sacred Breath Academy (aka Sacred Breath Institute)
Sermon by Minister Angela Smith of COPE for March 8th, 2020 (and beyond)
Sacred Breath Academy is one of many populating the False Prophets Watch-List
representing those involuntarily enrolled in the Conversion Program at COPE Ministries.
Like others populating the watch-list, Sacred Breath Academy protests placement. The
issue is that Sacred Breath Academy is resistant to conversion, arguably delusional, and
reasonably appears to be pathologically deceptive in word and deed. The criteria for
graduating the Conversion Program is simple, adopt an honesty in marketing standard
that matches COPE in terms of full disclosure. And, while there are other means to be
released, such as honest communication to clarify or correct where needed or the parties
who sought to involuntarily enroll request the enrolled be released, those who don't do
either typically end up dead and buried in the virtual cemetery for the church. So, I
sincerely encourage Sacred Breath Academy and all their fellows populating the watchlist to match the Honesty In Marketing Standards for best results.
Here are some examples of Sacred Breath Academy's deception:
1. Refuses to expressly claim ownership of heal-online.exposed in order to avoid
accountability.
2. Refuses to expressly claim ownership of http://www.twitter.com/MedicinaW which
has been used to make the following false claims about me so far in March:
a. "Sean Stone has a 3 year restraining order against you. He or his family do not know
you. You have been harassing and trolling him with thousands of emails. Let the record
be set straight." First sentence is true (but see http://www.heal-online.org/sean.htm for
full context). (The second sentence is #TaoFu negative, meaning false light or false. The
evidence of that is at http://www.heal-online.org/sean.htm (available through hypertext
links
on
that
page,
full
exchanges)
and
arguably
http://www.churchofphilosophicalexploration.church/peace.htm. And, @MedicinaW on
Twitter has no right to speak for any member of the Stone Family in regards to what or
whom they know or do not know. I haven't e-mailed or contacted Sean Stone directly
since the order was granted. However, on July 23rd, 2019, a week after the order was
granted, Sean Stone e-mailed me and asked me to reply to him by e-mailing his father
which to me was directing me to violate the order by contacting him indirectly through
his father. I did e-mail his father per his request. And, that's just one example of my
ongoing communications with any member of the Stone family with their consent or at
their request. Prior to the hearing, at most, and this was over a 2 year period or so, my email archives (I do save everything I can and my computer is hit with viruses and files
get corrupted or removed by Norton or the like, evidence of the virus issue is at
http://www.heal-online.org/sbajester.htm), and prior to the hearing I'd sent I believe it
was 792 total e-mails to Sean Stone (which included any e-mail with the word "Sean"
and some had nothing to do with him, but, were with another person named Sean) over a
2 year period and that didn't include our Direct Message on Twitter Conversation(s) nor
the Facebook Messenger Conversations. One example of Sean Stone's Direct Message

on
Twitter
to
me
is
available
https://twitter.com/heal247/status/1235387745444319232.)

now

at:

b. "You are in no way a minister. Kaya and Sean have thousands of letters on file of you
trolling and harassing them and a 3 year restraining order against you. Would a
"minister" cyber harass and stalk people like you do? We are going to publish all of it."
(I have never sent Kaya aka Danielle Leigh thousands of letters, e-mails, or
communications of any sort. I did send an inquiry about the licensing, accreditation, and
qualifications or lack thereof of the leadership at Sacred Breath Academy out of concern
for Sean Stone seeing a number of red flags involving academic and healthcare fraud and
warning he and his family about it because I care. I am a Minister and I posted my
credentials in response at: https://twitter.com/heal247/status/1235342786477666304 The
reality is I've been hacked, "ghosted" (new term I learned that describes what I was
experiencing), spoofed (I called some ghosting "spoofing" but there were actual spoofs
too), trolled, and harassed myself and I notified Sean Stone about this and asked him to
help me identify the perpetrators. Based on @MedicinaW (whom I believe to be Sacred
Breath Academy and reasonably so) posts, I believe it is reasonable for me to believe that
@MedicinaW is Sacred Breath Academy and their recent trolling using that account
(which follows no one and has no followers and only 20 tweets last I checked) further
reinforces my belief they were part of the other issues along with the fact after visiting
their website my own computer had tons of malware found by the nightly scan and that
evidence is at http://www.heal-online.org/sbajester.htm. I've been stalked and harassed
online and provided the details to law enforcement in Snohomish County and Santa
Monica, CA. Unfortunately, since I have the freedom to block unwanted internet contact
and/or calls, I've been advised to do that and repeatedly advised to get a restraining order
myself. I was first advised to get a restraining order against Sacred Breath Academy in
May, 2019 by Deputy John Sadro of Snohomish County. I opted not to do that because
of my consideration for Sean Stone for one and wanted to see if we could reasonably
discuss any changes while I made some small good faith changes myself to show my
sincerity and willingness to discuss for the sake of peaceful co-existence and
understanding, even if through grumbling assent of some sort. I'd be interested to have a
look at any messages to verify their authenticity or identify ones that clearly contained
"ghosted" or manipulated content since that appears to be how Sacred Breath Academy
does things. The caveat is that there is a third suspect named Patti Bonchek that appears
to have at times harassed both Sacred Breath Academy and myself with the intention to
get the attention of Sean Stone. And, I see Sacred Breath Academy as using Sean Stone
as a human shield to attempt to discredit me because they oppose their placement and I
understand the impulse, but, reasonably believe they belong on the watch-list. I also feel
all of this has been retaliatory on their part while my argument is that but for their
ongoing academic and healthcare fraud (without even an LLC or any license at all)
putting Sean Stone and his family at risk of financial and/or bodily harm (practice was
banned in CO after children died but Sacred Breath Academy assures they don't do it to
children, just adults), they would not be enrolled in the Conversion Program. There are
other complaints too including one sexual assault. And, I believe victims and of course
cleared Sean Stone's name. But, that didn't stop me from reporting the information I do
have about the crime in progress known as fraud (though I'm not a direct victim and

avoided it by exercising due diligence) or in July, 2018 asking law enforcement off the
record to make sure Sean was safe because I had reason to believe he'd been kidnapped
by fraud (deceit/trick) and believe as long as he is unduly influenced to lie for the cult
known as Sacred Breath Academy that he is arguably still kidnapped by fraud. The
problem is he has to recognize that and take steps needed to free himself. Regardless,
Sacred Breath Academy belongs in the Conversion Program and will remain enrolled
until meeting the Honesty In Marketing Standards unless otherwise released.)
This is so bizarre and if you don't see the art of it, you really likely aren't familiar with
my body of work or the issues surrounding coercive thought reform, cults, and segregated
congregate care or how addressing those areas is critical to combating modern slavery,
human trafficking, and fraud.
I'd prefer not to focus on Sacred Breath Academy, but, they seem to demand my attention
likely trying to bait me to do something the law will recognize as actionable. And, of
course, in trolling me and demanding my attention when I respond they say that proves
my obsession with them. So, I don't wish to engage in a debate, but, will firmly expose
lies by citing my sources and providing indisputable facts where such are available to
address the falsehoods ejaculated by Sacred Breath Academy.
So, this has been my reading of Sacred Breath Academy. There is more available at
http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm,
http://www.heal-online.org/sean.htm,
http://www.heal-online.org/sbajester.htm,
and
http://www.churchofphilosophicalexploration.church/peace.htm. And, other programs
may also be similarly read in future sermons. Guest sermonizers are welcome.
For more about COPE Ministries and the HEAL Mission, visit:
http://www.churchofphilosophicalexploration.church
and
http://www.heal-online.org

